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What 
services do 
we provide?

Software development

We do a full cycle of enterprise 

development. It starts from ideation, 

business analysis, creating the 

specification together with the project 

plan, development, and deployment with 

all further support.

DevOps

To keep put development process 

smooth and productive - we use our 

DevOps engineers to set up CI/CD 

processes. They are also responsible for 

all the deployments, database backups, 

system up and running throughout 24/7.

IT Consulting

Our approach is to deep dive into the 

bespoke requirements of our clients and 

offers them the best route to choosing 

technologies, architecture design, and 

technology adoption.

Web Design

Intobi teams up UI/UX designers to 

study customer needs in detail. They are 

engaged in UX-research interfaces and 

also create company branding from 

scratch. Our expertise can turn any idea 

into a beautiful work of art.

Data Science

Intobi is not only engaged in the 

development but helps Clients to do the 

right business decisions in terms of tech 

development. Our BA and Architects will 

do all the best to design the right tech 

strategy for your business.



 is not just a software company, but a team of 

success-driven professionals.



 does not only imply a broad 

knowledge or a bunch of useful techniques but the whole 

approach to our mission - making everything we can to 

satisfy the client’s needs.

Intobi

“Jack-of-all-trades”



Why is your success


directly related to Intobi?



Client

Upwork

Freelance

 developer at this very moment in all 

other  of IT-companies is working 

simultaneously with...

1

98%



 corporate culture forbids the developers to have any 

work apart from the appointed client. We evolve only 

together with the project we are assigned to, as we 

foresee the future only in .



Bearing in mind this goal, we have encompassed all 

 in one entity to do this!

Our

synergy

vital 

skills



Case Study



Services provided:

Business Analysis Software Development

Web Design Implementation

Services Integration

Technologies used:

.Net Core Angular AWS

My Run Results



Services provided:

Business Analysis Software Development

Web Design Implementation

Services Integration

Technologies used:

PHP Laravel React JS

Masons Tours



Services provided:

Business Analysis Software Development

Web Design Implementation

Services Integration

Technologies used:

.Net Core AWS

Samporten



Services provided:

Business Analysis Software Development

Web Design Implementation

Services Integration

Technologies used:

.Net Core AWS

Inter Insurance



OUR TESTIMONIALS

Intobi Reviews

I can remember multiple late nights 

and weekends where he would 

work with his team to get critical 

elements fixed on projects and the 

reliability of his team is incredible.

Seth Smith

Verified Client

They are always ready to jump on 

a call to clarify any tasks or issues 

and make sure we are 110% happy 

with the end results.

Mickael Gandecki

Verified Client

Andrew is serious about his work. 

He and his team are organized and 

well prepared for the work. I 

appreciate a great work ethic and a 

hi-quality delivery.

Alex Edsvärd

Verified Client

Not only did Andrew and his team 

excel in all areas, but they were 

patient, supportive, and diligent in 

understanding each detail before 

making a decision.

Yoela Palkin

Verified Client



idea

happy

ASAP discuss

Tell us about your  or project 

for us to identify the main features 

and functionalities of your 

software, and we will be  to 

contact you  to  the 

details.



Vatslava Havela Boulevard, 4, Kyiv, Ukraine, 03124 

Contact Us

Email Us

info@intobi.com

Call Us

+380934616919

Website

intobi.com


